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Particle physics @ Summer school 
in Marseille

● This introductory lecture (YC, Wed 4/7, 9:00)
● Rest of the day:

► ATLAS experiment, by Laurent Vacavant (14:00)
► LHCb experiment, by Julien Cogan (16:00)

● Friday 6/7 afternoon:
► ATLAS data analysis on computer, with Romain Kukla 

(postdoc) & Ana Dumitriu (PhD student)
● Tuesday 10/7 at 9:00:

► The future of particle physics, by Romain Kukla



From the infinitely large to the 
infinitely small

© Science et Vie

http://www.science-et-vie.com/les-applications/le-grand-zoom-de-tout-lunivers


Distance scale in particle physics

If protons and neutrons were 10 cm apart, a quark or 
electron would measure less than 0.1 mm and an 

atom about 10 km
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Particle physics

Study of elementary constituents of matter 
and their interactions

► elementary building blocks: “particles”
without internal structure

► interactions: forces at play between these 
constituents

Present in the primordial universe, when it 
was dense and hot

In today’s cold universe, most of these 
particles have disappeared

► artificially created in particle accelerators 
(colliders), reproducing conditions that 
prevailed in the very first instants of the 
universe

● the more particles are accelerated,

the more energy is at play,

the further “back in time” one can go 
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Physics at the end of the XIXth century
● Newtonian mechanics [Newton (1643-1727)]

► Principle of inertia (First law of motion)
► Law of dynamics (Second law of motion)
► Universal gravitation

● Analytical mechanics [Lagrange (1736-1813)]

► Principle of least action 
● Wave optics [Fresnel (1788-1827) – Young (1773-1829)]

► Wave nature of light
● Electromagnetism [Maxwell (1831-1879)]

► Unification of electricity & magnetism

● Existence of atoms: not proven – still debated 
● Light: electromagnetic wave that propagates through aether   
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Conceptual revolutions

● According to Lord Kelvin in 1900 (British Association for 
the advancement of Science) :

“There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. 
All that remains is more and more precise measurement.”

● Nevertheless, the beginning of the XXth century sees two 
major changes of paradigm:

► Special relativity
► Quantum mechanics

(and later on general relativity)
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Special relativity:
spacetime

● Length contraction and time dilation
► Flow of time depends on reference frame

● proper time (t0): time measured in object reference frame 
● time measured by (stationary) observer seeing object moving 

with velocity v: 
t = γ t0 where γ = 1/√(1-v²/c²) > 1 (increases with v)

► Example: bomb programmed to detonate after 1 s

v

L
1) v=     300 km/s (0,1 % c)  → L =       300 km (t= 1s) 
2) v=  29 979 km/s (10 % c)   → L =    30 130 km (t= 1s)
3) v= 269 813 km/s (90 % c)   → L =   618 994 km (t= 2s)
4) v= 296 794 km/s (99 % c)   → L = 2 103 921 km (t= 7s)
5) v= 299 493 km/s (99,9 % c) → L = 6 698 534 km (t=22s)

To be taken into account when approaching 
limiting speed

(c, speed of light in vacuum) 
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Special relativity:
mass and energy

● Mass-energy equivalence
► Mass is a form of energy

● If a body loses an amount of energy E, its mass decreases by 
Δm=E/c²

● E0 = m c²: rest energy (in reference frame with body at rest)

► Total energy of a system: E² = m²c4 + p²c²  (p = momentum)
► Conversion of kinetic energy into mass 

► Conversion of mass into kinetic energy
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In collisions, one can produce heavier objects 
than original particles!

By identifying the nature of decay products, one 
knows their mass.
By also measuring their momentum, one can compute 
the mass (hence its nature) of the originating particle
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Conservation of momentum
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Units
● Usual units not very practical in particle physics
● Instead, use : 

► Energy : eV (electron-volt) 
● 1 eV = 1.6 10-19 J 
● energy gained by an electron in a 1V electric potential difference

● From mass-energy equivalence (E2=m2c4+p2c2):
► Momentum: eV/c
► Mass: eV/c²

● 1eV/c² = 1.8 10-36 kg
► Often using “natural” units: 

●  c = 1
●  energy, momentum and mass in eV

● Usual multiples : keV (103), MeV(106), GeV(109), TeV (1012)
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Quantum mechanics: 
wave-particle duality

● At microscopic scales, objects 
have both wave and particle 
nature  

E = hν             p = h/λ
           Planck’s constant: h = 6,63 10-34 J.s

► nothing equivalent in our 
macroscopic world → non-intuitive !

● Two antagonistic descriptions!
● particle: point-like objet with well-

defined position and momentum 
● wave: spread out object that can 

interfere
► quantum object: point-like properties 

follow probabilistic laws of 
associated wave.

ex : position of a particle 

The object looks different depending 
on the direction of lighting

x

The photon is 
the carrier of 
the energy of 
the electro-
magnetic 
wave

Photo-electric effect, Einstein, 1905
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Quantum mechanics example

L'objet est perçu différemment selon 
l'éclairage sous lequel on l'observe 

Double-slit experiment
Experiment : Case #1:  projectile = marble Case #2:  projectile = wave
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Quantum mechanics example

L'objet est perçu différemment selon 
l'éclairage sous lequel on l'observe 

Double-slit experiment
Experiment : Case #1:  projectile = marble Case #2:  projectile = wave

Case #3:  projectile = quantum object  (electron, photon)

● One can see both point-like impacts and interference 
patterns!
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Quantum mechanics example

L'objet est perçu différemment selon 
l'éclairage sous lequel on l'observe 

Double-slit experiment
Experiment : Case #1:  projectile = marble Case #2:  projectile = wave

Case #3:  projectile = quantum object  (electron, photon)

● One can see both point-like impacts and interference 
patterns!

● Note: if one detects which slit the particle goes through, 
the interference pattern disappears!
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Quantum mechanics:
uncertainty principle

(a) wave: A = cos (k.x)
- infinite spatial spread
- pure frequency

(b) wave packet: A = ∑
k
 cos (k.x)

- limited spatial spread
- mix of frequencies

(c) particle : A = 1 if x=x
0
, 0 otherwise (∀ k) 

- spatially localised
- no well-defined frequency

● Heisenberg relations (1927)
► if position of particle known to ∆x, 

its momentum is known to a 
precision ∆p such that: ∆p.∆x>ħ/2

► if timing of particle known to ∆t, its 
energy is known to ∆E such that: 
∆E.∆t>ħ/2

● Advantage of quantum fuzziness
► an energy (∆E) can be “borrowed” 

from vacuum during a time (∆t), 
sufficiently short for ∆E.∆t>ħ/2

► … and since E=mc², (virtual) 
particles can be created and “live” 
for a short time (getting shorter the 
heavier the particle)
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Quantum mechanics: interpretation 

● Quantum mechanics: mathematical trick or 
reality?

► Probabilistic aspects shocking to deterministic 
physicists

● “God does not play dice with the universe”, Einstein (1927)

► Wave-particle duality 
● hard to interpret
● debated for a long time
● very active field of research

● Despite all its weirdness, all predictions of 
quantum mechanics are so far confirmed by 
experiments



What is the visible Universe made of?

● All visible matter, galaxies, viruses or human 
beings, are made up of up quarks (u), down quarks 
(d) and electrons

● Protons and neutrons are 
made up of 3 quarks

● They make up the nucleus
● Electrons orbit nucleus
● Neutrinos are produced in nuclear reactions within 

the core of stars
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The positron

● Equation of motion of an electron
          [1928, Dirac]

► quantum mechanics
► relativistic case
► Dirac equation with 2 solutions

● electron
● positron 

● Observation:
       [1932, Anderson]

● records in a Wilson cloud chamber a 
particle with the same properties as 
the electron but opposite electric 
charge 
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Antimatter
● Positron discovery means birth of 

antimatter
► positron = anti-electron

● Generalisation: each particle is 
associated to its anti-particle with: 

► same mass
► same spin 

(intrinsic angular momentum)

► opposite charge(s)
● Antimatter behaves like matter 

(as seen in a mirror)
► … but not quite exactly

● there is a small asymmetry
● very active field of research (and quite a 

theoretical puzzle)

convention: 
anti-particle of x is called x



Fundamental interaction
Exchange of particles (bosons) between matter 
particles (fermions, like quarks or electrons)
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Gravitational force

Electromagnetic force

Strong force

Weak force
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The Standard Model

+ antimatter
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+ antimatter



The Standard Model

All particles have zero mass, 
contrary to experimental results...

+ antimatter



The Standard Model

Solution: add the Higgs field

+ antimatter
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The Standard Model
● Condensed version
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The Standard Model
● Condensed version ● Partial expansion...

©
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http://nuclear.ucdavis.edu/~tgutierr/files/stmL1.html


The Standard Model
● Theoretical model that explains 

about all observed and predicted 
phenomena in particle physics

● Describes elementary particles and 
their strong and electroweak (weak 
and electromagnetic) interactions

● Put together in 1960-70
● Based on symmetries, implying 

conservation laws
● Great success over the years: 

tested to unprecedented precision
● Largest deviation ~2.5σ
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Mass

● Mass-energy 
equivalence

E = mc2

● Inertial mass

ΣF = ma

● Gravitational 
mass

P = mg
● Various interpretations of the same concept of mass

● From theory elementary particles are massless
► The Universe as we know it does not exist...
► Introduction of a mechanism to generate mass, without losing nice 

properties of model: spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry

Galileo Newton Einstein
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Spontaneous breaking of 
electroweak symmetry

The Higgs potential: the “Mexican hat”
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Electroweak unification
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Spontaneous symmetry breaking

● Angular velocity    critical velocity c

► if  < c : marble on symmetry axis

► if  > c : 2 stable positions. The marble must “choose” 
one of them  spontaneous symmetry breaking

c
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Electroweak symmetry breaking

● At high temperature, just after 
the Big Bang:

► Higgs field is null in fundamental 
state

► particles are massless

                Energy

             Higgs field value
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Electroweak symmetry breaking

● At high temperature, just after 
the Big Bang:

► Higgs field is null in fundamental 
state

► particles are massless

● Temperature decreases 
(10-12 s after the Big Bang): 

► symmetry breaking
► non-zero field
► elementary particles acquire 

mass by interacting with the 
Higgs field

                Energy

             Higgs field value
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1964: The Higgs mechanism

● Englert, Brout, Higgs, Guralnik, Hagen, Kibble publish within a few months
● Prediction: existence of the Higgs field, which would manifest itself with a new 

particle, the Higgs boson
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Higgs mechanism in pictures

Imagine that a room full of physicists quietly chattering is 
like space filled only with the Higgs field...
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Higgs mechanism in pictures

... a well known scientist walks in, creating a disturbance as he moves 
across the room, and attracting a cluster of admirers with each step ...
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Higgs mechanism in pictures

... this increase his resistance to movement, in other words, he 
acquires mass, just like a particle moving through the Higgs field ... 
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Higgs mechanism in pictures

... if a rumour crosses the room ...
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Higgs mechanism in pictures

... it creates the same kind of clustering, but this time among the scientists 
themselves. In this analogy, these clusters are the Higgs particles.
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Interactions with the Higgs boson

Lien

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1406032
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Mass

● Proton, neutron: 3 quarks, 
mass ~10 MeV

● Our mass: that of our atoms
● Mass of atoms: almost exclusively that of nucleus, 

made of protons and neutrons of mass ~1 GeV
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Mass

● Proton, neutron: 3 quarks, 
mass ~10 MeV

● Our mass: that of our atoms
● Mass of atoms: almost exclusively that of nucleus, 

made of protons and neutrons of mass ~1 GeV
● In reality, lots of gluons, whose 

energy gives 99% of their 
mass to protons and neutrons 
(E=mc2)
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● Higgs boson: explains “only” mass of elementary 
particles (quarks, electron [leptons], Z and W± 

bosons) and its own
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Mass

● Proton, neutron: 3 quarks, 
mass ~10 MeV

● Our mass: that of our atoms
● Mass of atoms: almost exclusively that of nucleus, 

made of protons and neutrons of mass ~1 GeV
● In reality, lots of gluons, whose 

energy gives 99% of their 
mass to protons and neutrons 
(E=mc2)

● Higgs boson: explains “only” mass of elementary 
particles (quarks, electron [leptons], Z and W± 

bosons) and its own

● Not much? Without this, no atoms, no chemistry, no 
life or Universe as we know it...
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Higgs boson discovery 
announcement on 4 July 2012
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A long quest
● Standard model: 

incredible success, except 
particles have no mass...

● Higgs boson: cornerstone 
of model to make theory 
and experiment agree

● 48 years between 
theoretical prediction and  
experimental discovery!© The Economist

● Why? The theory predicts everything about the 
Higgs boson, except its mass! Had to look for it 
everywhere...
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The Higgs boson hunt

?

● Only theoretical constraint: mass < 1000 GeV
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?
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How do you go about it?

● Proton collision → (E = mc2) → creation of a Higgs 
boson, once every 10 billion collisions

● Decays quickly,  
differently depending on 
its mass. Example at 
125 GeV:

► 58 times out of 100 in bb
► 21 times out of 100 in WW
► 3 times out of 100 in ZZ
► 2 times out of 1000 in γγ

● Note: the most frequent decay mode does not have 
to be the easiest one to observe See L. Vacavant
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Even more difficult than 
a needle in a haystack

● The Higgs boson is not produced very often, one 
needs to analyse many, many collisions

● The trace of its decay in the
detector maybe be 
mimicked by other 
processes, difficult 
to distinguish from 
what one is 
looking for

● A needle in a 
needle stack
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H→γγ  candidate
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H→ZZ*→eeμμ  candidate
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H→WW→eνμν  candidate
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Measurement
● Higgs to 2 photons

► Large background
► Small peak with “a lot” 

of signal
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Measurement
● Higgs to ZZ

► Very little background
► Very few events

● Higgs to 2 photons
► Large background
► Small peak with “a lot” 

of signal
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Measurement
● Higgs to ZZ

► Very little background
► Very few events

Is it significant?
Statistical tools to answer

● Higgs to 2 photons
► Large background
► Small peak with “a lot” 

of signal



The Gaussian



The Gaussian



The Gaussian



The Gaussian
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Higgs result: is it statistically 
significant?

0
.0

0
.1

0
.2

0
.3

0
.4

−2σ −1σ 1σ−3σ 3σµ 2σ

34.1% 34.1%

13.6%
2.1%

13.6% 0.1%0.1%
2.1%

● We are therefore sure we saw something

● p-value p0: probability that 
background events produce 
something that is as signal- 
like by chance

● Quantified in number of “s”:
► 1σ: 1 chance out of 3 (too 

probable to conclude anything)
► 3σ (evidence): 3 chances out of 1000
► 5σ (observation): 1 chance out of 2 

millions
► 5,9σ: 3 chances out of 1 billion
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Evolution with time
(until discovery)

● At first statistical fluctuations everywhere
● Then measurement stabilises
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Evolution with time
(until discovery)

● At first statistical fluctuations everywhere
● Then measurement stabilises

Excited 
theoreticians 

around the globe
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Evolution with time
(until discovery)

● At first statistical fluctuations everywhere
● Then measurement stabilises
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Evolution with time
(until end of 2012)

H → gg H → ZZ* → 4l
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Evolution with time
(latest results)

H → gg H → ZZ* → 4l
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Consistent with other measurements 
in the standard model?

● Not very far from indirect prediction
● No “tension” with standard model
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Consistent with other measurements 
in the standard model?

● Not very far from indirect prediction
● No “tension” with standard model
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Is it the Standard model Higgs?
● Mass compatible with other SM measurements:

►  mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 (0.21 stat. ± 0.11 syst.) GeV
 [ATLAS+CMS, March 2015, 2011-2012 dataset]
 (134 times the mass of the proton)
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Is it the Standard model Higgs?
● Mass compatible with other SM measurements:

►  mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 (0.21 stat. ± 0.11 syst.) GeV
 [ATLAS+CMS, March 2015, 2011-2012 dataset]
 (134 times the mass of the proton)

● Statistical significance keeps increasing
● Measurements in other decays modes
● New ATLAS and CMS results still consistents
● Property measurements:

► Various channels/production modes, couplings,
spin...

► Confirm the standard model... See L. Vacavant
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Measurements in several channels

● m = s/sSM = 1 if the particule is like the Higgs boson 
of the standard model

● So far very close to predictions
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Higgs boson production

● Different production 
modes

● If standard model 
Higgs, proportions are 
known

● “Just” have to 
separate decay 
modes  experimentally

● Easier said than 
done...

ggF

VBFWH, ZH

ttH
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Separation of production channels

● Optimising analyses, one can target a specific 
production mode

● Never 100 % pure, but allows interesting 
measurements
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“VBF” or “ggF”?

● m = 1 if the particule is like the Higgs boson of the standard model
● All channels compatible among themselves and with standard 

model
● Evidence pour VBF≠0 → this boson plays a role in electroweak 

symmetry breaking
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Coupling to fermions and bosons
● Too many parameters to measure simultaneously

► Group them and measure ratio to SM prediction, k
● If k = 1 the particule is like the Higgs boson of the 

standard model
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Spin and parity
● Observation of H → gg implies integer spin, not 1
● Exclusion of spin 1+, 1-, 0-, 2+ more and more clear 

(more than 99 % confidence)
● Every time consistent with 0+: like the standard 

model Higgs boson
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Particle masses and coupling to 
Higgs boson

● As expected from standard model
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An unstable universe?
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An unstable universe?

● Rather meta-stable, stable on the scale of the age of the Universe
→ we are safe!

● Need to improve precision on mt to know more



Nobel prize in physics 2013

“for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the origin of mass 
of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted 
fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider”
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Nobel prize in physics 2013

“for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the origin of mass 
of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted 
fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider”

CERN and the ATLAS & CMS experimentsCERN and the ATLAS & CMS experiments
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What else?

Standard model

Our visible Universe
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Our visible Universe

5%

Planck, March 2013
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What else?

Standard model

27% dark matter

Our visible Universe

● Do not know what it 
is, but have good 
reasons to think it is 
there

● Potential candidates 
observable at LHC 
(supersymmetry, …)?

5%

Planck, March 2013
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What else?

Standard model

27% dark matter

Our visible Universe

● Do not know what it 
is, but have good 
reasons to think it is 
there

● Potential candidates 
observable at LHC 
(supersymmetry, …)?

No clue whatsoever as to what it could be

68% dark energy68% dark energy

5%

Planck, March 2013

See W. Gillard & al
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Other theories
● The standard model does not explain everything:

► Why three families?
► Why such a wide spectrum of masses among elementary 

particles?
► What are dark matter and dark energy?
► Why has antimatter almost completely disappeared?

● Theoreticians have lots of ideas
● Many models make predictions that can be tested at LHC
● Supersymmetry, exotic models, extra dimensions of 

space, …
► predict new particles, or have impact on already known 

phenomena
● Need experimental measurements to guide theoreticians
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See R. Kukla
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
● Not enough antimatter in the Universe
● Precision measurements to characterise minute 

differences between matter and antimatter
● So far mostly compatible Standard model predictions
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
● Not enough antimatter in the Universe
● Precision measurements to characterise minute 

differences between matter and antimatter
● So far mostly compatible Standard model predictions

But other tantalising results from LHCb, see J. Cogan
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
in space: AMS

● Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer
● Particle detector onboard international space 

station (ISS)
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
in space: AMS

● Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer
● Particle detector onboard international space 

station (ISS)
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
in space: AMS

● Measures the ratio of electron and positron fluxes
● Confirmed already known positron excess
● But also excess of antiprotons and various elements
● Taking data until at least 2024

Avril 2013
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
in space: AMS

● Measures the ratio of electron and positron fluxes
● Confirmed already known positron excess
● But also excess of antiprotons and various elements
● Taking data until at least 2024

Avril 2013

May 2018
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Matter-antimatter asymmetry
in space: AMS

● Measures the ratio of electron and positron fluxes
● Confirmed already known positron excess
● But also excess of antiprotons and various elements
● Taking data until at least 2024

Avril 2013

May 2018

2016

2016



What now?

● Remember Lord Kelvin in 1900:
► “There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. 

All that remains is more and more precise 
measurement.”

● Oops, “just” missed quantum mechanics, special and 
general relativity...

● Safe bet: there is more to discover out there
● But: where?
● R. Kukla will tell you more about prospects next 

Tuesday
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High energy physics life cycle
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Link between the two infinities

● Link between Higgs Link between Higgs 
boson and inflation?boson and inflation?

● Link with neutrino Link with neutrino 
masses? masses? 
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Link between the two infinities

● Link between Higgs Link between Higgs 
boson and inflation?boson and inflation?

● Link with neutrino Link with neutrino 
masses? masses? 

LHC Season 2:LHC Season 2:
● Study properties of observed bosonStudy properties of observed boson

► Deviations from standard model?Deviations from standard model?
● Look for other Higgs bosonsLook for other Higgs bosons

► Signs of new physics?Signs of new physics?
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Link between the two infinities

● Link between Higgs Link between Higgs 
boson and inflation?boson and inflation?

● Link with neutrino Link with neutrino 
masses? masses? 

LHC Season 2:LHC Season 2:
● Study properties of observed bosonStudy properties of observed boson

► Deviations from standard model?Deviations from standard model?
● Look for other Higgs bosonsLook for other Higgs bosons

► Signs of new physics?Signs of new physics?
● Look for dark matter candidatesLook for dark matter candidates
● Matter-antimatter asymmetryMatter-antimatter asymmetry
● Hope/wish for surprises!Hope/wish for surprises!
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